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Panel/panelists are part ���
of a larger, long term project	


www.mediaanddestiny.org	


We map media and destiny on Spaceship Earth.	




Art, Media, and Cosmology:���
Visualizing Our Place in the Cosmos	


•  Barry Vacker	
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“The Moon Speech”	


JFK’s “moon speech,” Rice Univ. 	
    	

Houston, 1962	


•  2012 marks the 50th 
anniversary of President 
Kennedy’s most famous 
and important speech.	




“The Moon Speech”	


JFK’s “moon speech,” Rice Univ. 	
    	

Houston, 1962	


•  2012 marks the 50th 
anniversary of President 
Kennedy’s most famous 
and important speech.	


•  Perhaps the most 
important of the 20th 
century?	




“The Space Age Challenge”	


JFK’s “moon speech,” Rice Univ. 	
    	

Houston, 1962	


•  “We choose to go to the 
moon in this decade and do 
the other things, not because 
they are easy, but because 
they are hard, because that 
goal will serve to organize 
and measure the best of our 
energies and skills, because 
that challenge is one that we 
are willing to accept …”	




Humans achieved JFK’s goal by August 1969.	




The Other Space Age Challenge	


JFK’s “moon speech,” Rice Univ. 	
    	

Houston, 1962	


•  “We set sail on this new sea 
because there is new 
knowledge to be gained […]. 
The growth of our science 
and education will be 
enriched by new knowledge 
of our universe and 
environment, by new 
techniques of learning and 
mapping and observation.”	




The Other Space Age Challenge	


JFK’s “moon speech,” Rice Univ. 	
    	

Houston, 1962	


•  […] The greater our 
knowledge increases, the 
greater our ignorance unfolds 
[…] the vast stretches of the 
unknown and the unanswered 
and the unfinished still far 
outstrip our collective 
comprehension.”	




A video of The Known Universe 
played here.	




1962 – 2012	


How did we get here?      	

What have we done with this knowledge?	




1962 - 2012 
Visualizing-Mapping Our Place in the Cosmos  

Apollo 8: Earthrise, 1968                   	




1962 - 2012 
Visualizing-Mapping Our Place in the Cosmos  

Apollo 8: Earthrise, 1968	

Generated global awe and transformed ecology.                   	




1962 - 2012 
Visualizing-Mapping Our Place in the Cosmos  

Apollo 8: Earthrise                          Astronauts: read “Genesis” to  	

                                                         give the event meaning.	




1962 - 2012 
Visualizing-Mapping Our Place in the Cosmos  

Apollo 8: Earthrise                          Astronauts: read “Genesis”	

We are not center of universe.	
        We are center of universe.                                   	




1962 - 2012 
Visualizing-Mapping Our Place in the Cosmos  

Apollo 8: Earthrise                         Charles and Ray Eames, 1968	

We are not center of universe.	
        Put humans at vanishing point in	


	
 	
 	
 	
        the center of universe.                                  	




Powers of Ten 



1962 - 2012 
Visualizing-Mapping Our Place in the Cosmos  

•  1990	

•  Voyager Space Probe	

•  Carl Sagan suggested it 

take a photo.	




1962 - 2012 
Visualizing-Mapping Our Place in the Cosmos  

•  1990	

•  Voyager Space Probe	

•  Carl Sagan suggested it 

take a photo.	


“Pale Blue Dot”	




1962 - 2012 
Visualizing-Mapping Our Place in the Cosmos  

•  1990	


•  We are disappearing in 
our own rearview mirror.	


“Pale Blue Dot”	




1962 - 2012 
Visualizing-Mapping Our Place in the Cosmos  

•  1990	


•  We are disappearing in 
our own rearview mirror. 

•  Spaceship Earth and 
humans reach vanishing 
point within its own media 
technologies. 

“Pale Blue Dot”	




1962 - 2012 
Visualizing-Mapping Our Place in the Cosmos  

•  1995 
•  Hubble Space Telescope 

–  400 miles above Earth 
–  most powerful TV camera 

ever created.  



1962 - 2012 
Visualizing-Mapping Our Place in the Cosmos  

•  1995 
•  “empty” area of sky about 

size of tennis ball at 100 
meters … or 1/2 millionth 
of the sky. 



1962 - 2012 
Visualizing-Mapping Our Place in the Cosmos  

“Deep Field” : 3000 galaxies.	




1962 - 2012 
Visualizing-Mapping Our Place in the Cosmos  

“Ultra Deep Field” : 10,000 galaxies, 2004.	




2012: 50 years later	


•  What are we learning and 
doing with this new 
knowledge?	


•  Learning: A vast universe of 
which we are not the center.	




Snoopy adapts to the  
new cosmological knowledge 



Cosmic Media Theory 	

•  “Man in outer space as yet 

has no means of imagining 
the nature of his own 
experience in space.”	


•  The challenge of imagining 
lies with the “artists.” p. 30	




Cosmic Media Theory 	

•  “… the model of space 

created by Medieval man 
gave one the feeling of 
looking in.”	


•  “… the modern man feels 
he is looking out: Like one 
looking out from the 
saloon entrance on to the 
dark or from the lighted 
porch upon the dark and 
lonely moors.” p. 24	




Cosmic Media Theory 	

•  “the telescope of Galileo 

revealed the heavens”:	

–  an area of “ghastly silence”	


•  “The eternal silence of those 
infinite spaces terrifies 
me” (McLuhan quoting 
Pascal). p. 29	




 Philosophy and Cosmology 

•  “Traditionally, these 
questions are for 
philosophy, but philosophy 
is dead. Philosophy has not 
kept up with modern 
developments in science, 
particularly physics.” p. 5. 



2012: 50 years later	


•  What are we learning and 
doing with this new 
knowledge?	


•  Learning: A vast universe of 
which we are not the center.	


•  Doing: Pretending we are the 
center of the universe.	




Pretending to be ���
the Center of the Universe	


•  Theology & technology	

•  Creation myths, cities, and 

social media. 	




“Yearning to be the center of everything ���
when we are the center of nothing:���

Parallels in Chaco, Hubble, and Facebook”���

•  Telematics and 
Informatics, 2012	


•  Special edition: The 
Facebook Phenomenon	




2012: 50 years later	


•  The other space age 
challenge has not been 
met.	




2012: 50 years later	


•  The other space age 
challenge has not been 
met.	


•  Not even close. 	




Mapping Destiny in 2012���
Science and theory: Endless Apocalypses	




Mapping Destiny in 2012���
Sacred texts: Apocalypses and Myths	




2012: 50 years later	


The vast universe revealed by space age media technologies.	




2012: 50 years later	


•  All life, culture, 
civilization on 
Spaceship Earth…	


•  … has happened in 
this vast universe.	




2012: 50 years later	


•  For life, culture, 
civilization on 
Spaceship Earth…	


•  … this new knowledge 
means nothing or 
something for our 
meanings and 
destinies.	




Why has this vast knowledge ���
had so little impact? 	






Good magazine, 2009���
“State of the Planet”	


•  Asked this great 
question ... and gave it 
a shot.	


•  Too much emphasis 
on politics, economics, 
and mere technology.	




Good magazine, 2009���
“State of the Planet”	


•  1.5 pages on Media, 
entitled:	

–  “Communication 

Breakdown”	

–  Focused on Nicholas 

Negroponte’s “One 
Laptop per Child” plan for 
the developing world.	




Good magazine, 2009���
“State of the Planet”	


•  1 page on “Art” entitled:	

–  “On the Brink”	

–  Focused on fashion, 

graffiti, street art.	




Good magazine, 2009���
“State of the Planet”	


•  1 page on “Science” 
entitled:	

–  “Into the Unknown”	

–  But, was really about 

latest in advancing 
technologies.	



